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The brain dead patient is the ideal multiorgan donor.
However, brain death is an undesirable outcome of
neurocritical care and an artefact of nature resulting from
the ability of medical technology to distort the dying
process. One of the goals of neurocritical care is pre-
venting brain death from occurring. Conditions leading to
brain death are limited with subarachnoid hemorrhage
(SAH), traumatic brain injury (TBI), and intracerebral
hemorrhage (ICH) preceding brain death in over 80 % of
the cases. Progress in prevention and treatment of these
conditions has resulted in a sharp decline in the number of
brain dead patients [1, 2]. For example, in the Nether-
lands, the number of donations after brain death declined
by 30 % in the period 1995–2009 [3]. However, in the
same period, donation after circulatory death increased by
282 %. This has great ramifications for the availability of

all organs, but especially for hearts, which, respecting the
principle of the ‘dead donor rule’, can only be obtained
from brain dead donors. As this decline is inescapable and
desirable, seen from the perspectives of patients and
society, the transplant community should anticipate this
process by searching for alternatives and for better rec-
ognition and use of possible organ donors. Several
initiatives have been undertaken to improve organ dona-
tion, such as the initiation of presumed consent
legislation, improved attention to the request procedures,
and improved awareness of ICU-physicians and ICU-
nurses in the recognition and identification of possible
organ donors.

In this issue of Intensive Care Medicine, Kutsogiannis
and colleagues [4] report on the number of potential organ
donors that are not referred to organ procurement orga-
nizations in Canada. They found that the donation of
abdominal organs from brain dead donors could improve
by between 3.3 and 7.6 per million population, and that
the donation of abdominal organs from donors after cir-
culatory death could improve from 3.9 to 6.5 and lung
donation by between 2.7 and 4.3 per million population.

This is in line with earlier findings that early recogni-
tion of potential organ donors can lead to an increase in
the absolute number of available donor organs. Patients
with severe neurological damage are not always identified
as potential donors. Other patients deteriorate before the
declaration of formal brain death. Timely referral of
potential organ donors to an organ procurement organi-
zation is essential. But early recognition is paramount. For
this reason, several organ procurement organizations have
developed recognition tools. For example, the Organ
Procurement and Transplantation Network (OPTN) in the
USA has developed the term ‘imminent neurological
death’. This definition is solely used for data submission
and analysis, not for clinical use as an identification tool,
and does not use the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) or
FOUR score. For this reason, we have proposed a clinical
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tool in the form of ‘imminent brain death’ (IBD) (Fig. 1)
[5]. In a retrospective chart analysis, IBD proved to be the
most practical tool to identify patients with a realistic
chance to become brain dead, and therefore to identify
patients most likely to become organ donors [6]. It is
essential that all researchers use the same definition for
potential organ donor recognition. Without this, compar-
ison between countries and hospitals is impossible [7].
That the OPTN definition, which does not use the coma
status of the patient, is not a very practical one is proved
by the results by Kutsogiannis and colleagues that, out of
the 114 patients with at least three absent brainstem
reflexes, 74 had this irrespective of the GCS and 64 met
the criteria of a GCS score of 3. All 114 patients would be
included as potential brain dead donors in the OPTN
definition, but only 64 in the IBD definition, resulting in
different numbers and ‘potential’. Kutsogiannis and

colleagues included all patients with a GCS of 3, and
three or more absent brain stem reflexes, for the recog-
nition of possible brain dead donors, which is close to the
IBD definition.

In patients not fulfilling criteria for IBD, donation of
organs can take place after withdrawal of life-sustaining
treatment and circulatory arrest. The quality of the organs
is dependent on the time between the withdrawal of life
support and death. Death beyond 2 h after withdrawal can
result in the ineligibility of organs. For this reason, the
recognition of potential circulatory death organ donors
who will die in a short time after withdrawal of life
support is of high interest for the transplantation com-
munity. A prediction model (DCD-N score) that has
proved to be useful in retrospective and prospective
analysis has been proposed by Yee et al. [8–10] (Fig. 1).
Kutsogiannis and colleagues did not use such a prediction
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model, but included all patients who did not meet the
requirements for brain death and who were extubated
prior to the determination of death. However, in retro-
spect, they analyzed univariable associations, coming
close to the DCD-N score. Their findings of the absence
of corneal and cough reflexes and motor response pre-
dicting death within 60 min of withdrawal of life support
were consistent with the DCD-N score.

Besides the number of non-referred potential organ
donors, the refusal rate contributes to the loss of potential
donors: 14.2 per million population according to the study
by Kutsogiannis et al. Although, Kutsogiannis and col-
leagues are aware of ‘‘collaborative requesting’’ not being
the solution to increasing consent rates, the role of phy-
sicians seems crucial. Therefore, they suggest that more
effort and experience must be gained by physicians in
discussions of non-cognitive issues related to organ
donation. This raises the question of whether physicians

have enough time to explore these issues with relatives.
We recommend the appointment of ‘trained donation
practitioners’ (TDP), who would guide families through-
out the time in intensive care until a decision regarding
donation has been reached [11]. The TDP will be present
all the time to give information, answer questions, explore
donation-related issues, and provide emotional support.
This long-contact strategy was also suggested as a solu-
tion to higher consent rates by the authors of the ACRE
study [12].

The study by Kutsogiannis and colleagues shows us
that using uniform criteria for donor recognition produces
reproducible data; these can then be used to compare
countries and hospitals. Lessons can be learned from each
other to increase the pool of potential organ donors.
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